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Abstract— The present composition is committed to the insurance of people against different unfavorable
components,  for  example,  high  temperatures  during  a  long-lasting  period,  high  temperatures  in
workplaces,  abrupt  blast  and  irritation,  and  laser-ionizing  radiation  (welding).  Considering  a  quick
increment up to 37% of mishaps happened in Russia in 2014 contrasted with 2013, including 26% brought
about by the variables referenced over, the formation of garments and different materials with defensive
highlights is ending up progressively basic.
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1. Introduction
The investigation of material generation for flame and warmth safe attire in the course of the most recent
10 years (from 2002 to 2012) has demonstrated that till 2012 fundamentally normal textures were utilized
worldwide to make defensive garments, defensive impact of which was dictated by their thickness, weight
and  explicit  impregnation.  These  days  for  the  generation  of  amazing  defensive  garments  diverse
manufactured filaments and yarns with elevated security components are widely utilized simply or in a
blend with different yarns, including regular ones. New fire-and warmth safe filaments showing up in
Russia: aramid (superior and high-modulus) and polyacrylonitrile-oxidized, permit to make simply or in a
blend with regular strands and flame-resistant impregnation qualified textures for work wear, which can
ensure safe working conditions for those working at seriously risky facilities.1 

The  accompanying  article  is  dedicated  to  research  and  similar  investigation  of  physical-mechanical,
physical-substance and heat proof highlights of flame-resistant textures created by methods for various
generation types: 

i. Variant No1-blend of flame resistant (aramid) and characteristic strands (cotton) with flameproof
impregnation; 

ii. Variant No2-100% blend of aramid and polyacrylonitrile-bulldozed strands; 
iii. Variant No3-100% blend of various aramid strands. 

There've been inspected characteristics of the made textures and those after 5 cleanings, Figures 1−7. The
investigation  of  physical-mechanical  and  sterile  highlights  of  the  textures,  made  by  various  sorts,  in
contrast with GOST (The State Standard), has demonstrated the surpassing of practically all pointers, both
in twist and weft, barring the marker "Absorbability" in Variant 3 Figure 6. 

In this manner, the expansion of elasticity of the textures from variation 1 surpasses the requests of GOST
twice in twist, 1, 3 times-in weft, variations 2and 3-3times in twist, 2,5times in weft. This inclination can
likewise be seen on the "Tearing burden" marker. The "Scraped spot opposition" pointer surpasses GOST
3,7 times in variation 1and in variations 2 and 3-6 times. 
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Plus, every one of these highlights don't adjust in the wake of cleaning in all variations, what's more, they
even increment on the "Scraped spot opposition" marker. On the off chance that we contrast variation 1
and variations 2 and 3, we can take note of that textures made of 100% flame resistant filaments have
expanded their quality markers and scraped area opposition. Textures utilized in work wear creation should
likewise  consent  to  appropriate  models  and  client  quality  necessities,  for  example,  breathability,
absorbability and explicit  electric worth. The ongoing examination has demonstrated that the materials
made with a blend of characteristic, heat proof filaments and impregnation can give better clean properties.
[2] 

The assessment of explicit defensive highlights has demonstrated that: 
A. All the analyzed materials are fireproof, for example they neither consume nor seethe in the wake of
setting them beyond any confining influence fire for 30 seconds, which meets the GOST pointers; 
B. All the inspected textures have high oxygen list, beginning from 36-44%, which conforms to GOST (at
the very least 28%). 

The assessment of flame and warmth obstruction of the created materials shows the overabundance of
these pointers in contrast with the requests of GOST. An abnormal state of oxygen file is noted in all the
made textures. Then the materials with impregnation demonstrate a 15% higher oxygen file marker than
100% flameproof artificial yarns. It's important that variations 2 and 3 made of 100% flameproof strands
give imperviousness to fire 1,1-2 times higher than the materials from variation 1, which are made of a
blend of flameproof filaments, regular strands and impregnation. In addition, and it's imperative to see, all
the inspected textures diminish fire opposition after 5 cleanings, and variation 1 is lower than the requests
of  GOST,  which demonstrates  the  upside  of  100% flameproof  filaments  in  explicitly  brutal  states  of
exploitation. [2,3]

2. Conclusion
A.  In  Russia  there's  been  built  up  a  progression  of  flameproof  materials  made  of  100%  flameproof
concoction strands, just as a blend of common filaments, flameproof synthetic filaments and flameproof
impregnation with Russian synthetics. 

B. All the created textures give a wide scope of solidarity, fireproof and clean properties. 

C. Almost these materials keep up their markers after 5 cleanings and are prescribed for use contingent
upon the misuse requests. 

D. Taking into thought that the expense of the materials made of 100% compound flameproof strands is
higher  than  of  those  made  of  an  of  blend  of  regular  filaments,  flameproof  substance  filaments  and
flameproof impregnation, the buyer has a decision as per the value quality proportion. 
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